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Editors Note: Heather has
volunteered in Alaska the
past three summers. She is a
Senior at MN State Moorhead
University, majoring in Early
Childhood Education.
I remember jokingly saying
one time that going on a
mission trip is easy, making disciples is the hard
part. There is something
that happens when we go
to make disciples. We see
more of the work that God is
doing, not only in the lives of
others, but also in our own
lives. We are challenged to
the point of change in our
lives which is a very humbling experience. Our hearts
are broken for the lost as we
listen to their stories, show
Jesus to them, share Jesus
with them, and pray that the
Spirit does a work in them.
It’s not without some tears
shed.
I’ve experienced various ways
of going in the past years –
from remote Alaskan villages,
to the college I’m attending,
to a country where Christ is
illegal, to downtown Minneapolis. I’ve had my heart
broken for my unsaved friends
and am still waiting and praying for the day that they will
receive Christ. It’s always chal-

lenging to go, and each time
for their different reasons.
But is it worth it? Absolutely!
Jesus is worth all the missed
weddings, bad nights of
sleep, uncomfortableness,
tears, scary situations, lack
of money, missed school and
interruptions to my life. He’s
worth all the love that we’re
able to give because he brings
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restored hope to the lost, he
saves souls, lives are changed,
seeds are planted, seeds
are watered, and our faith is
stretched as we trust that God
is the only one that can bring
fruit.
You can join any mission with
your prayers. There have been
times in my life where praying

resulted in me going. The
summer before I first went to
Alaska, I spent praying for the
team as I would get weekly
updates. Then spring came
and they were looking for another person to join the Alaska team. I remember praying
in my car that they would find
this team member. Then it hit
me that maybe God wanted
me to go. I told the Lord
that if he wanted me to go
that they would have to
call me. Less than a week
later I got a call asking if I’d
go. You can join the Alaska
team this summer through
your prayers or by physically going. Both are vitally
important and one can’t be
done without the other.
Going to the Alaskan bush
has ever changed my heart.
I fell in love. It doesn’t take
long to give your heart
to the precious kids who
don’t always have someone
rooting for them when they
get knocked down by life.
These kids have stories of
trauma that are looked at as
normal. They think you’re
cool to play basketball with
even though you only played
in 6th grade. These kids look
at you with the most beautiful
brown eyes. Going to them
has been nothing short of a
wonderful blessing.
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Contact
Us!
Check out our website to
donate online or find more
information on the Alaska
Mission.
Loren Tungseth
Coordinator of the AFLC
Alaska Mission
(218) 205-6987
loren.tungseth@gmail.com
AFLC Home Missions
3110 E. Medicine Lake Blvd
Minneapolis, MN 55441
(763) 412-2018
homemis@aflc.org
www.aflchomemissions.org

A TIME TO SEW: SERVING THE MISSION
By Linda Lein
Fergus Falls, MN
I serve on a team called
Calvary Quilters in Fergus
Falls, Minnesota; we are a
small, quiet group of women
who love to sew quilts for
missions. Sometimes those
missions are local like the
seven children’s quilts they
donated to Someplace Safe.
Sometimes those missions
are regional like the thirteen
quilts and fifty-two beanie
stocking hats they took to

Sharon Tungseth

receive the
The Calvary WMF program
quilts. They
provides them with $200 each
pray for the
year to ship quilts and to buy
people who
batting. Thrivent has provided
will distribute
grant money through their
the quilts, and
Thrivent Action Teams to
they pray for
help with shipping costs and
those who
the purchase of batting as
will receive
well. Often fabric is donated
them. Even
by congregational members
after quilts
or family members of the
are
donated,
congregation. Each person
The Fergus Falls Calvary Quilters show their wares
Calvay Quilters
involved follows the teaching
the Churches United for
continue to pray for the
found in Proverbs 31:20: “She
the Homeless in Fargo, ND.
people who received the
opens her hand to the poor
However, their favorite
quilts. They know that God
and reaches out her hands to
mission is The Net in Naknek,
knows who those people
the needy.”
Alaska—where the Gospel is
are and what their
shared with each quilt that is
specific needs are.
given to a child, a teenager,
or an adult. In 2018, Calvary
Calvary Quilters meet
Quilters made thirty-seven
once a month at the
quilts for Naknek. They also
church, but much
sent five potholders, three
of their handiwork
dishtowels, three scarves, and
is done in their
sixty beanie stocking hats
homes. They could
As they cut the fabric and sew
not do this mission
each stitch, they think about
outreach without
the person or family who will
Patty Albertson & Sylvia Christenson
the help of others.

UNSHAKEABLE: COORDINATOR COLUMN
By Loren Tungseth
Fergus Falls, MN
Editors Note: Long time AFLC
Home Missions staff assistant
Loren Tungseth recently
accepted the Call to become
Coordinator of the AFLC
Alaska Mission. He began
officially on January 1, 2019.
On November 30, residents
of Alaska experienced a
major earthquake. The quake
measured 7.0 on the Richter
scale. The epicenter of the
quake was located 8 miles
north of Anchorage and the
tremors were felt at our radio
station in Naknek, 300 miles
southwest of Anchorage. We

were told that tremors were
felt as far as 400 miles from
the epicenter. A large part
of Alaska was shaken by this
major earthquake.

will collapse.

What does one do when
the earth begins to shake?
I haven’t personally
experienced an earthquake of
this magnitude, but I assume
it is a rather frightening
experience when the ground
begins to shake. It seems it
would be a helpless feeling
when the building you are
in begins to sway and things
start to fall off the shelves.
On the news we hear of
people running into the
street, afraid their building

What do you do when your
personal world begins to
shake? The storms of life
happen. Jesus said in John
16:33, “I have told you these
things, so that in me you may
have peace. In this world you
will have trouble. But take
heart! I have overcome the
world.”
Our mission in Naknek
and the Bristol Bay area is
to share the news of the
One who is unshakeable;
the One in whom we find
unshakeable peace and love
and unshakeable security.
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Psalm 62:6-7 says, “He alone
is my rock and my salvation;
he is my fortress, I will not be
shaken. My salvation and my
honor depend on God; he is
my mighty rock, my refuge.”
God is mightily at work in
this remote community of
Southwest Alaska that He has
called the AFLC to minister
in. And all of this is made
possible as you, our AFLC
family, in obedience to the
One who is unshakeable,
joins in this ministry with
your support in prayer and
finances.

By Pastor Steve & Mary
Berntson
Jamestown, ND
My husband Steve and I had
the opportunity to enjoy two
weeks in Alaska, partnering
with our long term Home
MissionS team on Bristol
Bay in Naknek, AK this past
summer, helping with their
“coffee and internet shop”
called The Net. Pastor Jeff
and Jane Swanson, Pastor
Bob and Margaret Lee, and
Pastor Jeremy and Lacey
Crowell, along with their son
Malachi, warmly welcomed
us as we spent time with
them. Our coordinator, Bobbie
Overgaard, showed us how
to open, prepare, clean,
and operate The Net, and
introduced us to her local
team of residents who came
to The Net daily to show
hospitality and help wherever
needed as we welcomed
visitors from all over the
world.
At its basic level, The Net is
a refuge, if you can imagine;
a cozy and inviting, sweet
smelling, peaceful and relaxing
place to come and enjoy
fellowship, refreshments, and
companionship with Christians
in the midst of an often hectic
and physically demanding
job of processing millions of
spawning salmon.
Your ministry donations
make our tasks in The Net
the most pleasant of work
ever, as we bake thousands
of cookies, cupcakes, muffins,
and breads, and prepare
gallons of coffee, cocoa, fresh
hot tea, lemonade, and cool
clean water for our guests.
Donations of encouraging
Christian books, magazines,

and pamphlets in various
languages are displayed in
shelves that line the walls,
along with engaging board
games for competitions that
are entertaining for all.
While the dock areas of
Naknek bustle with shipping
containers and processing
factories along the shore, and
the dormitories sit in close
proximity to each company’s
production facility, The Net
is a humble little house,
seemingly inconspicuous in
size, located at an intersection
with an inland street that
boasts the local Post Office,
health clinic, YMCA, and
public school. The town
swells from its average size of
600+ to over 2,000 during the
rush of salmon fishing. This
summer season produced
over 62.3 million sockeye
salmon harvested. That’s a lot
of fish!

fishing goes on each year on a
cyclical basis, fishing for MEN
is a year-round, never-ending
passion for those who serve
Jesus Christ. Your prayers and
donations are so critical for
this mission. Thank you so
very much.
We are always looking for
people who would like to
spend a week or two or
more up at The Net, sharing
in the work of the Kingdom.
Maybe that person is YOU?
Come, be a part of the Fishers
of Men, follow Jesus in His
work in the Alaskan Home
Missions. You will be blessed
and strengthened, and enjoy
this beautiful part of God’s
creation.

Our hope and prayer is that
among all the work, the hustle
and bustle,
and thriving
business of
fishing for a
lovely and
healthy source
of meat for
the world, the
Gospel of Jesus
Christ is shared
and embraced
by those we
are blessed
to spend time
with at The
Net and in the
community of
Naknek and
other remote
villages our VBS
team reaches
each summer
Pastor Berntson praying with two fishermen
season. While
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CALLED
TO SERVE

EVERY SUMMER THE
POPULATION IN NAKNEK,
GROWS BY SEVERAL
THOUSAND AS PEOPLE
ARRIVE FOR THE SALMON
FISHING SEASON. THE
NET, PROVIDES A PLACE
FOR PEOPLE TO VISIT,
GET A HOT CUP OF
COFFEE, SHARE THEIR
STORY, AND ULTIMATELY
HEAR ABOUT THE LIFECHANGING MESSAGE
OF THE GOSPEL. WE
ARE LOOKING FOR
VOLUNTEERS TO SHARE
A WEEK OR TWO OF
THEIR SUMMER TO BAKE
COOKIES, BREW COFFEE,
AND LOVE ON PEOPLE.
IF YOU ARE AT ALL
INTERESTED CONTACT
BOBBIE OVERGAARD,
(SBCHILEBEAN@GMAIL.
COM) FOR MORE
DETAILS.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR
A MARRIED COUPLE
AND 1 INDIVIDUAL
TO SHARE ABOUT
JESUS THROUGH THE
MINISTRY OF VACATION
BIBLE SCHOOL IN THE
REMOTE VILLAGES
OF AK THIS SUMMER.
MINISTRY WILL BEGIN
LATE MAY AND GO
THROUGH THE END
OF JULY. CONTACT
HOME MISSIONS IF
INTERESTED.

INTERESTED IN HELPING
WITH WORK PROJECTS?
CONTACT LOREN
TUNGSETH FOR DETAILS.
(LOREN.TUNGSETH@
GMAIL.COM)

Icons above made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com

FISHING FOR MEN: AT THE NET

A TYPICAL DAY FOR PASTOR CROWELL

By Pastor Jeremy Crowell
Naknek, AK

“What is a typical day for
you?” I get asked this question
a lot when I tell people that
I minister in Alaska. My
response is usually “there is
no such thing as typical.” Each
day seems to bring unique
and interesting challenges.
When we first moved up here,
I used to schedule my week.
I still do to a certain extent,
but realize that my schedule
usually gets thrown out for
what God would have me do.
I have learned (and continue
to learn) to be flexible. Here
is one day recently that was
“unscheduled.”

Radio Station in Manokotak

Our translator in Manokotak
had not been working for
several days. We had gotten
a phone call telling us that
our battery backup stopped
working and as a result, the
transmitter would not turn
on. I kept an eye on the
weather, looking for a day
that would work to go over
there and replace the battery
backup. I checked the weather
the night before and it looked
like it would be nice for the
next day. So at about 7am on
the morning of the flight, I
ran down to the hangar and
plugged in the airplane to
preheat the engine for the
flight.

I got back to the radio station
where we live, just in time for
Lacey and Malachi to go to
school. I then ate breakfast
and continued to work on
a project that I had been
working on the past 3 days
– replacing the wheel hub
assembly and C/V axle on our
Chevy pickup. It is a former
Minnesota vehicle and the
wheel hub assembly was
rusted on. After three days
of soaking it in penetrating
oil, wailing on it with a small
sledge hammer, and a lot of
prayer, it finally came loose.
I was able to quickly finish
installing the new parts and
now had a vehicle to drive to
the airport.

Once I was at the airport,
I met Pastor Jeff Swanson,
who was going to come with
me to Manokotak. We fueled
up, pre-flight inspected the
airplane, and loaded up with
the equipment we needed to
replace once on location at
the translator site. We took
off shortly after that, and
flew the approximately 70
miles to Manokotak in only 35
minutes.

of God proclaimed on the
airwaves once again.

Truck Wheel Hub Assembly

We then caught a ride back
to the airport and flew home.
There was a bit of a time
crunch as Jeff had to be back
in Naknek in time to drive the
school bus. We got a bit of a
tailwind on the way home and
arrived with time to spare!
We put the airplane away and
went our separate ways.
I returned to the radio station,
gave Pastor Bob Lee the
good news, and then finished
prepping for Bible study that
evening. We have been going

When we landed
we were met
by a woman
who works at
the building our
radio station
equipment
is located in.
Praise the
Lord, we were
able to replace
the battery
backup, and get
the translator
back on the
air in about 10
minutes. The
village was able
to hear the Word

Flying to Manokotak
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through the book of 1 Peter
on Wednesday nights. It is
always such a blessing to
gather together and study
God’s Word. Even though I am
leading it, I usually get more
from the comments of fellow
believers. What a privilege to
be able to study God’s Word
together. What a day!
I admit, sometimes I get
overwhelmed by the
amount of work that needs
to be done. I need to be
reminded often to do what
the Apostle Paul exhorts us
in Philippians 2:14, “Do all
things without grumbling.”
I need to be reminded that
ultimately, this is His work! He
faithfully leads, guides, and
strengthens each of us in the
callings He has given us.
Let us then go and serve
Him in all that we do. As it
says in Colossians 3:17, “And
whatever you do, in word or
deed, do everything in the
name of the Lord Jesus, giving
thanks to God the Father
through him.”

